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The Positives and Negatives of 

Hauptmann’s Theory of Meter:

A Look at Mozart’s Piano Sonata in F Major, K. 3321

In his Die Natur der Harmonik und der Metrik Moritz Hauptmann attempts to organize

both harmony and meter under one system, but the text does not include any musical

examples. He distinguishes between two types of accents: beginning- and end-accents.

The downbeat has a metric accent, and is considered the ‘determining’ (das

Bestimmende). When those ‘determined’ (das Bestimmte) occur after the initial accent,

this is called beginning-accented, or positive unity. On the contrary, end-accented, or neg-

ative unity, refers to a downbeat accent that is preceded by those ‘determined’. In this

paper, Hauptmann’s theory of meter is applied to Mozart’s Piano Sonata in F major,

K. 332.

‘Sweet peace comes over me, I know not how, whenever I think of Mozart. It is possible
that he may appear again every 500 years, but as I shall not appear again every 500 years,
for me he is there to all eternity. I am not ashamed to own, that to this day the thought of
Figaro, Don Juan, Die Zauberflöte, and Così fan tutte, makes me cry like a child.’2

The opening quote is only one example from the letters of Moritz Hauptmann (1792-
1868), which expresses his admiration and respect for his favorite composer, Mozart.
One would expect to find analyses and examples of Mozart’s compositions in
Hauptmann’s greatest work, his treatise, Die Natur der Harmonik und der Metrik.3

However, not only does Hauptmann’s treatise lack examples by Mozart, it does not con-
tain any musical examples at all. In this paper I will use Mozart’s music to exemplify
Hauptmann’s theory.

Hauptmann was a theorist and composer, as well as a counterpoint teacher at the
Leipzig Conservatory and Cantor of the Thomaskirche. In the position made most
famous by Bach, Hauptmann also played an important role in the Bach Gesellschaft, edit-
ing three volumes of the Complete Edition.4 Before devoting his life to music,
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1 An earlier version of this article was presented as a paper at the Eighth Conference of the Dutch-Flemish

Society for Music Theory (February 25, 2006). The author wishes to thank Maureen Ton for her assistance

with preparing the figures.

2 Extract from The Letters of a Leipzig Cantor, ed. by Alfred Schöne and Ferdinand Hiller, translated and

arranged by A.D. Coleridge, New York 1972, vol. 2, p. 280.

3 Moritz Hauptmann, Die Natur der Harmonik und der Metrik, Leipzig 1853, cited hereafter as NHM. Trans.

and ed. W.E. Heathcote as The Nature of Harmony and Metre, London 1888. All citings will include

Heathcote’s pages in brackets.

4 Dale A. Jorgenson, Moritz Hauptmann of Leipzig (Studies in the History and Interpretation of Music 2), 

New York 1986, p. 3.
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Hauptmann studied to become an architect. According to Dale A. Jorgenson, author of
Moritz Hauptmann of Leipzig, Hauptmann writes of his architectural influence in a short
essay titled ‘Form in der Kunst’: ‘Using both the human and architecture as examples for
symmetry and ‘regularity’ in form, he [Hauptmann] suggests that such aspects are actu-
ally God-given, and should be part of Art.’5 These views of symmetry and balance can
also be found in Hauptmann’s treatise on harmony and meter, published in 1853, which
for two primary reasons, is unlike any treatise in its time.

First, Hauptmann attempts to explain harmony and meter under one principle. In
the introduction of his treatise, Hauptmann writes:

‘In den weitesten Verhältnissen des ausgebreiteten Tonwerkes, sofern dieses ein einiges
Ganze ist, wie in der engsten Einzelheit, im kleinsten Glied desselben, in allen Momenten
seines harmonisch-melodischen, wie auch seines metrisch-rhythmischen Daseins wird
immer nur das eine Gesetz für die richtige, die verständliche Bildung nachzuweisen sein;
das eben auch wieder nicht ein ausschliesslich musikalisches wird sein können, sondern
vielmehr nur das ganz allgemeine, das überall wirkende Bildungsgesetz in seiner zu
musikalischer, d. h. zu harmonisch-melodischer, metrisch-rhythmischer Erscheinung gelan-
genden Wirksamkeit.

Die Musik ist in ihrem Ausdruck allgemein verständlich. Sie ist es nicht für den Musiker
allein, sie ist es für den menschlichen Gemeinsinn.’6

That is, ‘music is universally intelligible in its expression. It is not for the musician only;
it is for the common perception of mankind.’7 The second way in which Die Natur is
unique is that it does not include any music. That is, pitches are written as note names,
and in the metric section note values lack pitches. In addition to these atypical features,
Die Natur is also difficult to understand because of Hauptmann’s abstract approach.
Hauptmann’s writings are uncharacteristically philosophical, and are similar to Hegel’s
views on dialectical oppositions.8 Differing from earlier treatises – including those from
Zarlino to Rameau, which incorporated empirical observations or mathematical calcula-
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5 Jorgenson, Moritz Hauptmann, p. 37. Humorously, Edward Lowinsky writes that Mozart restores sym-

metrical balance in phrases ‘with the instinct of a sleepwalker.’ See Lowinsky, ‘On Mozart’s Rhythm’, 

The Musical Quarterly 42/2 (1956), p. 183.

6 Hauptmann, NHM, p. 6. 

7 Heathcote, p. xxxix.

8 Because Hauptmann neglects to mention Hegel by name, there has been some debate as to the Hegelian

influence of Hauptmann’s writing. Although Heathcote is reluctant to call Hauptmann a ‘Hegelian’, he

claims ‘the treatise is written in the Hegelian philosophy.’ Heathcote explains: ‘Hauptmann’s Nature of

Harmony and Metre is a philosophical explanation of the received laws or principles of the art of music, aim-

ing at equal simplicity with the laws themselves. It explains them by showing that the various rules and prin-

ciples are derived from one law that pervades the whole; also that the gradual development of music his-

torically is the gradual embodiment of that law, and so may be said to be due to it; also that every single

phenomenon in music is a perfect instance or embodiment of the law (pp. xvi-xvii).’ In his review of

Jorgenson’s Moritz Hauptmann of Leipzig in Journal of Music Theory 32/2 (1988), pp. 381-393, Mark McCune

explains Hauptmann’s ideas as ‘explained by, rather than resulting from the dialectic’ (p. 382); McCune is not

convinced of Hegel’s influence until ‘someone finds evidence that Hauptmann studied Hegel’ (p. 384) and

believes that ‘the Lutheran dualistic belief in matter and spirit may have influenced Hauptmann’s theoreti-

cal ‘dualism’’ (p. 386).
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tions – Die Natur interprets both harmony and rhythm in terms of duality, or opposi-
tion.9 Instead of the terms thesis, antithesis, and synthesis, Hauptmann uses Einheit,
Zweiheit, and Einigkeit or Einheit der Verbindung, meaning unity, duality, and unity of
duality or opposition, which he then applies to his theories of both harmony and meter.10

Hauptmann also consistently uses the roman numerals I, II, and III to represent the three
stages.

Rather than delving into the first part of Hauptmann’s treatise, his theory of harmony, I
will briefly introduce his metrical ideas, then focus on his theory of metrical accents.11 To
Hauptmann, one beat alone has no sense of pulse, meter, rhythm, or tempo (Example A).
It is not until one hears a second beat, or until there is opposition, that the first beat gains
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9 See Peter Rummenhöller, ‘Der dialektische Theoriebegriff Moritz Hauptmanns’ in: Musiktheoretisches

Denken im 19. Jahrhundert: Versuch einer Interpretation erkenntnistheoretischer Zeugnisse in der Musiktheorie,

Regensburg 1967, pp. 39-44.

10 ‘Der gegebene Dreiklang ist erst Einheit, Octav, zerfällt durch seine beiden Dominantaccorde in sich selbst

zu entgegengesetzter Bestimmung, zur Zweiheit, wird Quint, und stellt sich in der Vermittlung dieser

Beiden als verbindendes Terzmoment, als höhere Einheit, als Einigkeit, oder Einheit der Verbindung daraus

wieder her.’ Hauptmann, NHM, p. 27 (Heathcote, p. 10).

11 For a summary of Hauptmann’s ideas, see Mark McCune, ‘Moritz Hauptmann: Ein Haupt Mann in

Nineteenth-Century Harmonic Theory’, Indiana Theory Review 7/2 (1986), pp. 19-24; John Michael Graziano,

‘A Theory of Accent in Tonal Music of the Classical-Romantic Period’, Ph.D. dissertation, Yale University

1975, see especially pp. 168-173; Howard Edward Smither, Theories of Rhythm in the Nineteenth and Twentieth

Centuries with a Contribution to the Theory of Rhythm for the Study of Twentieth-Century Music, Ph.D. disser-

tation, Cornell University 1960, especially Chapter 2, ‘Moritz Hauptmann: A Theory Based on Hegelian

Dialectics’, pp. 39-78.

Example A 
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meaning.12 From there, we expect a third beat, which is equidistant to the duration
between the first two beats, to unify the duality. In Hauptmann’s words:

‘Wenn ein Schlag noch keinen Zeitraum, keine Zeitgrösse bestimmt, sondern nur einen
Anfang ohne Ende bezeichnen kann, so erhalten wir mit zwei nacheinanderfolgenden
Schlägen ein zeitlich bestimmtes Ganzes, von welchem der durch die beiden Schläge
eingeschlossene Zeitraum die Hälfte ist. Die erste metrische Bestimmung ist nicht die eines
einfachen, sondern die eines zweifachen, eines wiederholten Zeitintervalles.’13

Duple meter results from this process, which Hauptmann also uses to demonstrate triple
and quadruple meters. Subsequently, at a higher level, duple, triple, and quadruple
meters represent unity, opposition, and unified opposition, respectively.

Dualism continues to play an important role in Hauptmann’s theory of accent. He
writes:

‘Ein erstes Zeitmoment, wie es metrisch allezeit nur das erste eines zweiten, ihm
gleichen sein kann, ist für sein zweites das Bestimmende, dieses zweite ist das Bestimmte.
Es hat ein Erstes gegen sein Zweites die Energie des Anfanges und damit den metrischen
Accent.’14

This leads to the question of musical instances in which the accent does not occur on the
first member. Hauptmann addresses this possibility by explaining positive and negative
unity (Example B).15 Positive unity is when the beginning is accented; when the end is
accented (though still the downbeat), negative unity exists. Hauptmann compares this
relationship to the major and minor triads: ‘Was in der Harmonie den Gegensatz des
Dur- und Mollbegriffes begründet, das bestimmt in der Metrik die Betonung des ersten
oder des zweiten Gliedes im Paare.’16

Hauptmann considers the major triad to have positive unity, and the minor triad to
have negative unity because of Rückwärtsbildung, or ‘backwards formation’. One can see
how Hauptmann uses unity, opposition, and unified opposition to construct a major
triad, and how he applies dualism to form a minor triad.17 Similarly, one can see how
Hauptmann applies Rückwärtsbildung to explain an upbeat, or negative unity.
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12 Christopher F. Hasty commits an entire chapter to the history of this concept, which he calls ‘projection.’

Hasty, Meter as Rhythm, New York 1997, Chapter 8: ‘Precedents for a Theory of Projection’, pp. 96-102.

13 Hauptmann, NHM, pp. 224 (Heathcote, p. 190). 

14 Hauptmann, NHM, p. 241 (Heathcote, p. 204). Similarly, William Caplin describes the two essential features

of accent as ‘determination’ and ‘initiation’: ‘the first member of a metrical unit determines the second mem-

ber, and as initiator, the first member becomes accented because it possesses ‘energy of beginning’. ’Caplin,

‘Theories of Harmonic Metric Relationships from Rameau to Riemann’, Ph.D. dissertation, University of

Chicago 1981, p. 243.

15 For more on Hauptmann’s positive and negative unity, see Robert P. Morgan, ‘The Theory and Analysis of

Tonal Rhythm’, The Musical Quarterly 64/4 (1978), especially pp. 437-439. Other writers analyze accent in a

similar manner: Edward T. Cone differentiates between initial, medial, and terminal accents in Musical Form

and Musical Performance, New York 1968, p. 27; Grosvenor Cooper and Leonard B. Meyer apply their own

symbols for beginning- and end-accents in The Rhythmic Structure of Music, Chicago 1960.

16 Hauptmann, NHM, p. 248 (Heathcote, p. 211). 

17 Obviously, Hauptmann does not imply that all major triads are used in positive unity, nor that all beginning-

accents must occur in the major mode.
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I have also constructed my own symbols. A box with a plus sign followed by a solid arrow
represents positive unity, whereas a dotted arrow leading to a box with a minus sign rep-
resents negative unity. Notice that the arrows always move left to right, and the downbeat
is always das Bestimmende, or the determining. Just as the pitch C in Figure B represents
initial unity in both the major and minor triads, the downbeat always has a natural accent.

A Hauptmannian analysis
One of Mozart’s most popular piano sonatas – his Piano Sonata No. 12 in F major,
K. 332 – is filled with multiple themes; it exemplifies Hauptmann’s idea of positive and
negative accents and fits Hauptmann’s ideal of symmetry and classical balance. My
Hauptmannian analysis is shown in Example 1 (pp. 210-211).18 In order to grasp the
usage of accents in the first movement, one must understand Hauptmann’s basis of triple
meter.

To Hauptmann, the opposition of a duple meter unit against itself creates triple
meter (Example C). Both the first and second beats have accents in triple meter, but
Hauptmann considers the first beat to have the stronger accent, because it is the ‘strong
of the strong.’ The second beat has a weaker accent, since it is the ‘weak of the strong’ and
the ‘strong of the weak.’ And because the third beat is only the ‘weak of the weak,’ it has
no accent.19
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18 It would be helpful for readers to also have a copy of the score on hand.

19 Hauptmann, NHM, p. 243 (Heathcote, p. 207): ‘So ist im dreizeitigen Metrum die erste Zeit das Starke im

Starken; die zweite das Schwache im Starken, und das Starke im Schwachen: die dritte das Schwache im

Schwachen.’

Example B
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The opening theme, known as the ‘Aria’, consists of the first four measures and epito-
mizes Hauptmann’s idea of positive unity.20 Each measure starts with half notes, mini-
mizing the accent on beat 2; at m. 4, an anticipation weakens the E on beat 2. In the bass
clef, the downbeat pedal on F in each measure also implies beginning-accents. Mozart
begins this sonata with indisputable examples of positive unity.21

The following measures, called the ‘counterpoint’ topos, also begin with positive
unity. Despite the two-note pattern of descending and ascending intervals, the sense of
beginning-accents was so strongly conveyed in the Aria, that one also interprets the
counterpoint idea as positive unity, rather than a hemiola. Indeed, it would be too early
for metrical dissonance – Mozart reserves such events for appropriate moments. At the
last measure of the counterpoint topos, we encounter our first change of accentual unity,
which is also the location of our first cadence.

lthough there is no indication that E is to be slurred to F, and although the cadence
chords are played detached, one gets a sense that E is not a remnant of the G on the
downbeat of m. 11, but rather, ‘belongs’ to F on the downbeat of m. 12. That is, it is end-
accented, or has negative unity, which follows Hauptmann’s metrical description of a
cadence (Example D):
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20 This piano sonata is not only a favorite for performers, but for theorists alike. Known for its varying use of

musical topoi, it has been the subject of much analysis. For convenience, I will often refer to themes by their

topoi, as described by such writers as Wye Allanbrook, Kofi Agawu, and Leonard Ratner.

21 Pianist Malcolm Bilson comments on the slurs in the opening: ‘My most frequented cited example of neg-

lected or wrongly executed slurs is the opening of... K. 332. Mozart’s clear slurs over each bar (indicating,

according to all 18th-century sources, that the first note is to be stressed, and the second measure, shorter

and weaker, corresponds to ‘sighs’).’ See Michael Davidson, Mozart and the Pianist: A Guide for Performers

and Teachers to Mozart’s Major Works for Solo Piano, London 2001, p. 189.

Example C
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‘Es ist der Begriff des Schlusses, dass etwas Getrenntes verbunden, dass es zusam-
mengeschlossen werde.

Die Verbindung setzt immer eine Trennung voraus, diese die Einheit. So ist der Schluss
die Befriedigung wiederhergestellter Einheit.

Das positiv-metrische Paar bildet an sich keinen Schluss. Es ist Eins in sich und hat
darum Nichts zu verbinden. So kann der Magnet mit seinem positiven und negativen Pole
an sich selbst keine anziehende Kraft äussern. Wie aber die entgegengesetzten Pole zweier
Magnete sich suchen, das Minus des einen dem Plus des anderen sich verbinden, sich ihm
anschliessen will, so sehen wir auch, dass in der metrisch-negativen Form, ...2–1..., die bei-
den Glieder sich um so fester zusammenschliessen, als sie eben entschieden nicht schon
metrische Einheit sind.

Bei einer fortgesetzten positiven Reihe [1–2 1–2 1–2 1–2] wird man leicht wahrnehmen,
dass es die darin auch enthaltene negative Reihe [2–1 2–1 2–1] ist, welche mit zusammen-
schliessender Kraft die Doppelglieder der ersten aneinanderkettet, den Schluss unter ihnen
bewirkt.’22
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22 Hauptmann, NHM, pp. 294-5 (Heathcote, p. 254). 
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Hauptmann specifically states that one can find the negative series within a positive
series at a rhythmical close or cadence, which is exactly what Mozart does.

The second main theme is also referred to as the ‘horn-call’ topos of this movement.
Obviously, to create a contrast with the first main theme, the horn-call theme begins
with negative unity. Even if a performer were to exaggerate the accent on the first note,
the sense of a metrical downbeat would not be lost. To Hauptmann, the downbeat con-
tains the natural accent, and music is either beginning- or end-accented. Beats 3 and 1
together clearly create negative unity, but how is beat 2 to be treated?

Hauptmann describes this situation as ‘positive in negative’ (Example E).23 With the
combination of positive and negative unity, Hauptmann can justify various possibilities
of accents. In the horn call, the emphasis on negative unity is stronger, and because the
note on beat two is not part of the following upbeat, there is simultaneous positive unity.
That is, the downbeat is both beginning- and end-accented.24
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23 See Hauptmann, NHM, pp. 254-5 (Heathcote, pp. 217-8).

24 For other insights on simultaneous beginning- and end-accents, see Wallace Berry, ‘Metric and Rhythmic

Articulation in Music’, Music Theory Spectrum 7 (1985), p. 7: ‘Moreover, merged arrival and departure, in ful-

fillment of anacrusis and the thrust of downbeat impetus, is an apt conceit by which to characterize many

notated measure beginnings.’ Fred Lerdahl and Ray Jackendoff describe this event as ‘grouping overlaps’,

A Generative Theory of Tonal Music, Cambridge MA 1983, pp. 55-67.

Example E
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By m. 14, the dotted eighth and sixteenth upbeat disappear, and only a quarter remains.
Negative unity is so strong that we still interpret beat 3 as an upbeat. However, what hap-
pens in m. 15? Since the notes are repeated into the downbeat of m. 16, slurring is impos-
sible; m. 15 becomes a measure of conflict, and unsurprisingly so, as we approach a
rhythmic close. My analysis shows three possibilities of metrical accent. The first two
options are equally strong and would depend upon the pianist’s individual performance.
Although Option 3 represents a continuation of the metric pattern that had been occur-
ring, it is not convincing. The reason why we, as performers, have a difficult decision to
make, is precisely because there are two acceptable interpretations.

The horn theme then repeats with an ornamented upbeat. Again, the same conflict
arises at m. 18. This time, the reason for the conflict is more obvious – we are approach-
ing the cadence. Compare the cadence at mm. 19-20 to the earlier cadence in mm. 11-
12. Although harmony may imply that m. 19 is a measure of positive unity since the
entire measure is supported by dominant harmony, as listeners, we have already adjust-
ed to this particular cadence (mm. 11-12) as having both beginning- and end-accents.
Therefore, we interpret m. 19 as beginning with positive unity and concluding with neg-
ative unity.25 In order to emphasize the cadence at the conclusion of the second main
theme, several end-accented particles act as extensions.

Next appears the transition, which has been called the ‘Sturm und Drang’ topos. As a
transition, we expect less conventional events, and indeed, dynamics, tonality, and tex-
ture distinguish it as such. Continuing the end-accents from the cadence, the transition
begins with an upbeat. At measure 24, one may be tempted to interpret a2 on beat 2 as
the metric accent. Again, according to Hauptmann, this is not an option in terms of nat-
ural metric accent.26 Negative unity feels strong until we are surprised with the down-
beat of m. 25. Suddenly, what should have been another measure of negative unity is
forced to have positive unity.

The arpeggio-like ornaments, sforzandi, and leaps up to b � 2 (rather than descending
to b�1) contribute to this shift of accent. Had Mozart not included these drastic changes,
negative unity would prevail. In fact, the conviction of positive unity is so strong, that I
interpret the entire transition as positive unity (with the exception of the opening iambic
rhythm). The conflict between beginning- and end-accents, however, permeates
throughout, as nearly every measure implies negative unity, but is interrupted by posi-
tive unity.

Out of the storm appears the subordinate theme, called the ‘minuet’, beginning at 
m. 41 and reestablishing the beginning-accents from the previous transition but without
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25 Although I take harmony into consideration, I ultimately refer to my ear and how I would perform this work

for its final analysis. Had harmony been the sole consideration, mm. 5-8 would be analyzed as hemiolas and

m. 19 would be analyzed as a single measure of positive unity.

26 In order to keep true to Hauptmann’s theory of accent, each downbeat has an accent – obviously, these are

not accented, but rather, contain a natural accent. For the purpose of this paper, hypermeters are not taken

into consideration.
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negative conflict.27 To create variety in its repeat at measure 49, Mozart includes a triplet
accompaniment, and places the melody on the second eighths of each beat, which pre-
pares us for the rhythm in the next transition. Measure 55 is another measure of conflict,
as it elides into the transition. That is, despite having strong positive unity, one cannot
ignore its negative quality, as it approaches m. 56. Compare the symbol used here, to that
in m. 53 – both begin with positive unity and conclude with negative unity, but the arrow
in m. 55 does not have a break. That is, it is the performer’s responsibility to decide at
which point negative unity is to begin. Once again, we see another example of metric
conflict at a cadence.

Positive unity holds strong until m. 64, where we encounter syncopation. To illustrate
syncopations, Hauptmann again refers to a positive series, but this time a different posi-
tive series is paired against it (Example F):

‘(...) in ihr wird auch das zweite Glied eines Paares mit dem ersten des folgenden ver-
bunden, nicht aber in der Bedeutung der Glieder, wie sie in der positiven Reihe ihnen schon
angehört, d. h. als ein negatives Paar, sondern eben wieder als positives. 

Musikalisch ist uns dieser Vorgang unter dem Namen der Synkope bekannt, die ein
metrisch zweites Glied mit dem folgenden ersten zu positiver ungetrennter Einheit zusam-
menfasst, und dem nicht-accentuirten Gliede Accent verleiht.’28

In his treatise, Hauptmann only shows the basis of syncopation within quadruple meter.
Based on Hauptmann’s system, I have created a chart to show syncopation in triple
meter, located at Example G. Despite the syncopation, Hauptmann makes it very clear
that the natural accent must continue to exist. He writes:
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27 Karlheinz Stockhausen describes this ‘minuet’ as a typical cadence rhythm of Mozart – more specifically it is

labeled ‘Parallele rhythmische und harmonische Kadenzeröffnung’: ‘Eine regelmäßige Zeitwertgruppe 

wird durch nachschlagende Synkope (Verlängerung des ersten Zeitwertes im Verhältnis 2 : 3)

unregelmäßig , also die Verbindung ; dementsprechend wird eine

Tonika mit der Subdominante oder mit der Dominante verbunden, also mit den Tonalitäten, die im Verhältnis

2 : 3 bzw. 3 : 2 stehen.’ ‘Kadenzrhythmik bei Mozart’, Darmstädter Beiträge zur neuen Musik 4 (1962), 

pp. 43-44.

28 Hauptmann, NHM, p. 389 (Heathcote, p. 342). 
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‘Wenn aber eine Reihe synkopisch erscheinen soll, so wird mit ihr zugleich die nicht-
synkopische vorhanden sein müssen, denn ohne die Normalreihe, von welcher die
synkopirte den metrischen Widerspruch bildet, würde die synkopirte selbst sich als normale
accentuirt darstellen (...)

Die synkopische Bewegung kann sich nur als eine solche ergeben, wenn mit ihr zugleich
auch die accentuirten Momente der Normalreihe bezeichnet werden.’29

In order to represent both metrical accent and syncopation, I show two levels of accents,
with circles to symbolize the syncopations.

In bars 64-65, Mozart uses a particular type of syncopation: a hemiola. Hauptmann
makes no reference to the hemiola in his treatise. However, as a frequent and significant
metric phenomenon, it must be addressed. Figure H illustrates a Hauptmannian repre-
sentation of hemiola. Notice that the second appearance of unity appears too soon, and
collides into the opposition of the first unit. By doing so, a new ‘Starke im Starken’ pre-
maturely enters one beat early, thus creating a hemiola.

As we have seen, metric conflict can imply two events: an approach to a cadence, or
a shift of beginning- and end-accents, which is what occurs at m. 66. Clearly, the G major
triad on the downbeat of m. 67 belongs to the previous measure, which would be an
example of negative unity. Yet several factors cannot be overlooked: the deceptive
cadence on the downbeat of m. 66 and the revelation of the measure’s true identity as a
German Sixth chord places emphasis on a beginning-accent. Also, following the pattern
of the recent hemiola, the accent falls on the downbeat of m. 66. As in m. 55, we simply
meld the symbols for beginning- and end-accents. That is, despite having strong positive
unity, one cannot ignore its negative quality. Thus, m. 66 simultaneously serves two dif-
ferent types of accents, or in other words, is determined by two different determiners.
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29 Ibidem. 

Example G
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Measures 67-69 imply anacruses by the pattern of notes in the treble clef, the slurs, and
the motion in the bass. These are clearly examples of negative unity until m. 70, when
contradicting events begin to occur. Inconsistent with the previous appearances, the slur
in the right hand does not carry into the downbeat of m. 70 – rather, the slur begins and
ends within the bar lines. Yet notice that the slur in the bass clef continues into the next
measure, which creates an accentual conflict.

The second subordinate theme is similar to the first in many ways. The minuet feel-
ing returns, yet it is not as simple, in terms of metrical accents. At m. 41, the beginning-
accents were straightforward, supported by phrasing, harmony, and rhythm. On the con-
trary, the three quarter notes in mm. 71 and 73 seem to be pushing towards the down-
beats of mm. 72 and 74.30 The argument for negative unity strengthens at m. 76, where
the downbeat eighth is not beamed to the other eighths in the measure. This is merely
one example of what Mozart does to simultaneously create variety and symmetry, con-
tradiction and coherency.

The first subordinate theme, metrically speaking, is simple and predictable; the sec-
ond subordinate theme, on the contrary, is filled with metric conflict. Although the lis-
tener expects positive unity, she is surprised with negative unity. The first subordinate
theme smoothly elides into the transition, simultaneously giving it a beginning- and
end-accent. Without fail, Mozart surprises us again when the second subordinate theme
enters the transition. Rather than continuing negative unity and gently caressing us into
the transition, Mozart violently hurls us into positive unity.31
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30 Eric McKee notes that varying ‘downbeat melody’ and ‘anacrustic melody’ is typical in Mozart; indeed, the

second theme in each theme group of this exposition has an ‘anacrustic melody’ but begins with ‘downbeat

melodies.’ As described by McKee: ‘Downbeat melodies are often heard as strong and assertive; anacrus-

tic melodies are typically softer in character and evoke a sense of lightness. The contrast between these two

types is an important source of musical drama in Mozart’s instrumental music’. Eric McKee, ‘Extended

Anacruses in Mozart’s Instrumental Music’, in: Theory and Practice 29 (2004), p. 1.

31 Lerdahl and Jackendoff consider this phenomenon and label it as ‘elision’ rather than ‘overlap.’ Using the

first movement of Haydn’s Symphony No. 104, they explain: ‘The groups ending in measure 16 are inter-

rupted by the new fortissimo group. One’s sense is not that the downbeat of measure 16 is shared (...) a

more accurate description of the intuition is that the last event (...) is elided by the fortissimo’. Generative

Theory, pp. 57-58.

Example H
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Registrally, dynamically, and rhythmically Mozart does everything in his power to imme-
diately convert to beginning accents. To reiterate the jolt experienced in m. 82, Mozart
reinforces positive unity in m. 84, this time adding texture to the list of varying charac-
teristics. Of course, now that we expect a surprise attack of positive unity, Mozart final-
ly resolves his V7 and cadences at m. 86. This leads into a codetta, which, to Hauptmann,
suggests many opportunities for metrical conflicts.

After a series of end-accents in mm. 86-90, each preceded by a descending 3-note
motivic anacrusis, Mozart attacks beat 2 with sforzandi and agogic accents in mm. 90-91.
One begins to believe a metric shift is taking place. Indeed, Mozart even cleverly inserts
the 3-note motivic anacrusis into the downbeat of m. 92, emphasizing beat 2 as the new
downbeat! Mozart quickly maintains the downbeat for its final cadence to complete the
exposition. However, notice that the exposition concludes not on the downbeat, but
rather, on beat 2.

Conclusion
In a letter to Franz Hauser dated 1856, Hauptmann wrote: ‘One year with [Mozart] is
equivalent to ten with an ordinary man. Order, not eccentricity, was his motive power,
from the very first (...) It shows a well-organized nature, instinctively rejoicing in appro-
priate expression.’32 But what was it about Mozart, that made Hauptmann put him on a
pedestal?33 In the exposition of this piano sonata alone, we observed how Mozart treated
cadences, when he applied metric conflict, and how these usages illustrate the metric ideas
of Hauptmann. We also found many examples of balance created by an alteration of neg-
ative and positive unity, or in Hauptmann’s view, many examples of opposition unified.

There is much left to be said about Hauptmann’s treatise, as well as the works of
Mozart.35 I hope that my paper is one step toward creating a comprehensive under-
standing of Hauptmann’s work by incorporating musical examples.34
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32 Hauptmann, The Letters of a Leipzig Cantor, vol. 2, p. 95. Indeed, to prove this point, Alan Walker amusing-

ly rearranges the themes in this sonata’s exposition to great failure – Walker himself calls his reordering 

‘disastrous.’ He writes: ‘(...) I am once again to demonstrate the superiority of Mozart’s original over all

other permutations (...) The original version, a miniature masterpiece, unrolls, as we might expect, the

strongest of thematic chronologies. The interplay of its contents is vivid and compelling. And the tension it

projects is lost the moment Mozart’s themes are re-distributed.’ Alan Walker, An Anatomy of Musical

Criticism, Philadelphia 1968; see especially pp. 60-64.

33 In another letter to Hauser, dated 1827, Hauptmann wrote: ‘In those days Spohr was my idol; later on, I still

ranked Cherubini before Mozart, but Mozart at last came to the fore, and there he remains on a pedestal,

with Bach close to him.’ Hauptmann, The Letters, vol. 1, p. 13.

34 This has been attempted by David Lewin in his article ‘On Harmony and Meter in Brahms’s Op. 76, No. 8’,

in: 19th-Century Music 4 (Spring 1981), pp. 261-65.
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